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RENORMALIZATION OF A COVARIANT APPROXIMATION SCHEME IN FIELD THEORY 

R. Arnowitt* and s. Gasiorowicz 

Radiation Laboratory, Department of Physics 
University of California~ Berkeley, California 

September 22~ 1954 

ABSTRACT 

An approximation scha~e for the one-nucleon Green°s functions previously 

put forward by the authors is renormalized o The experimental mass and the 

constants z1 and z2 are rigorously expressed as free-particle limits of 

integrals over the kernels appearing in the scheme. The mass and wave function 

renormalization are carried out rigorously; the vertex renormalization is 

perfonned b.y a slight redefinition of the approximation scheme~ without greatly 

altering the physical assumptions peculiar to each approximation. General 

prescriptions for renormalization are written down~ and the first three 

approximations are explicitly shown to be .finite. 

* Now at the Institute for Advanced Study~ Princeton, New Jersey. 
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RENORMALIZATION OF A COVARIANT APPR.OnMATION SCHEME IN FIELD THEORY 

* R. Arnowitt and So Gasiorowicz 

Radiation Laboratory, Department of Physics 
University-of Californiai Berkeley, California 

September 22» 1954 

I. Introduction 

Recently the authors1 have proposed a covariant approximation scheme for 

the treatment of the coupled Greenas functions equations of meson-nucleon systems. 

The procedure led to the replacement of the infinite set of coupled equations for 

the rigorous kernas by a finite set of approximate equations~involving Greenis 

functions. which describe processes with no more than a fixed number of external 

meson lines. 

In (I) the question of renormalization was ignoredo It is of course not 

known whether the usual infinities of pseudoscalar meson theory with pseudoscalar 

coupling are due to the use of the perturbation expansions in which they appearj 

however, whether the theory is finite or noti a renormalization has to be carried 

outo In tha approximation schemei whose validity may only be motivated in the 

low-energy region, it is expected that such high-frequency phenomena as the seif-

energy$ etco, will not be described correctlys and the existence of infinities 

are a not unexpected feature. Nevertheless the lack of a correct description 

in the high-energy domain does not prevent one from performing a renormalizationo 
2 

For example$ when a subset ot perturbation graphs is summed rigorously, the 

lo R. Arnowitt and S. Gasiorowiczi Phys. Revo 2i~ 538 (1954), to be referred 

to as I. 
2o S. F. Edwards, Phys. Revo 2Q, ·284 (1953). 
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radical difference in the high-energy behavior of the sum and the individual 

terms of the series does not prevent the renormalization of the latter by 

perturbation methods. 

In this paper a nonperturbation renormalization of the approximation 

scheme is carried out, i.e., equations nwolving the renormalized Greenis 

functions, with finite masses and coupling constants"' are derived. Although 

it is of cours$ necessar.y to solve the resulting equations to see whether the 

. solutions are finite, it will be shown that these equations generate the 

renormali~ed pertUrbation series, when expanded in power.s of the coupling 

constant. 

As alrea~ suggested in (I), it is hoped that neglecting vacuum polariza

tion will not strongly affect the low-energy- results. Thus the meson propagation 

tun&tion L1+ ( 3 - 3') wili be assumed to be a given function (namely the free 

particle kernel)· of the experimental meson mass ~ • · 

In the following section the conditions to be satisfied by the finite 

equations are ~~ated. In subsequent sections rigorous expressions for the 

renorma.lizatio~ :constants Z111 z2, and m v are deriv~d, the role of the 

overlapping divergences is discussed, and the approximation scheme for the 

renormalized equations is set up. In section v· the second approximation is 

renormalized in detail, and in VI, the procedure for renormalizing the third 

approximation i~ outlined. While the general case is not discussed, the work 

of these two sections makes the extrapolation reasonably clear. 

• 

•' 
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IIo Preliminary Discussion 

In I a rigorous set of equations coupling Greenvs functions involving 

one nucleon and an arbitrar.y number of mesons was derivedo The approximation 

made there, which involves a decomposition of the last Green°s function 

{appearing in a finite subset of equations) into a sum of products of lower 

Green's functions,-was labeled by the number of "thick lines" in a particular 

time orderingo While this labeling was adequate in the unrenormalized equations,· 

it was found to be ambiguous in dealing with the problem of renormalization, 

owing to.the necessity of successively substituting the kernels back into 

··earlier equationso These· equations require an integration over some of the 

"thick line" variables,~~ thus destroying the particular time ordering choseno 

An equivalent convention, which we will adopt here, is to count the number of 

"strong interactions" between the meson and nucleono Thus, for example 1 in 

the first approximation.~~ writing G(~·g') I"V G .6t (f-f') involves no strong 

interactions, while the second approximation, G (ff 'r II)~ G (r) LJ+ (~'-r'') + "' 

involves one strong meson interaction)) namely the one appearing in G (3) o 

In general the ath approximation will allow {n - 1) strong interactions. 

Introducing the Fourier transform of the Green9s functions, 

.q(1-1- [rnf. J)J l.p(x-x') Tfm i.Ri (!>><) ) 
G(xx';f, ... !m) = (2rrf l · e (,1 .. , e G (p) k, .. kro (2ol) 

. x d~p d~k, ... d~krrr 

where [m/2] is the integral part of m/2 , the rigorous Eqso (I 2o7))1 

{I 2o8), and {I 2o9) become 
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['6(~-k-k')+m]G(p,Rk') =L\(k-)b(ktk')-11 S~ G(p,kk'k")dk'' <
2

•
4> 

The particular choice of transform variables in (2~1) corresponds diagrammatically 

to a nucleon of momentum p emitting (in any order whatever) m mesons with 

mdmenta k1, k2, ••• , km • 

To exhibit some of the conditions which we wish to impose on the 

renormalization procedure, and to illustrate some of the difficulties which 

arise in a non~perturbation renormalization, let us briefly consider the 

renormalization of the equations in the'.:rirst approxi.mation. 

Decomposing 

(2.5) 

in Eq. (2.3) and substituting into Eq. (2.2), we obtain the equation for the 

· one-nucleon Green's function, 

• 

• 

\ 
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As is well known, the integral appearing in Eqo (2o6) may be renormalized by 

subtracting from it t-he first two terms in a Taylor expansion about 'i P t m := 0 . 

Thus Eq. (2o6) becomes 

where 

m'= mtSrn = m + ,·~l_6:TTf4 (S YG-o (p-~)Y LJ(k)dk) = m + I: (2oB) 
Y~+m: o 

and 

(2ol0) 

2 r/ 
While R( p ) is indeed finite, it is only true to order g that ~ m Je may 

be neglected and the factor (1 + f/ ) utilized to renormalize the Green~s 

function. Furthermore, R(p) is a fUnction of m rather than the 

renorm.alized mass m'. Thus if perturbation theory is not made use of Eqo (2o 7) 

is effectively still unrenormalized. 

For a satisfactory program, only the renormalized massesi coupli~ 

constants, and Green's functions should appear in the final equations, without 

any use being made of perturbation theory, though of course the limitations of 
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the approximation to a given number of "strong interactions~ must be imposed 

upon the infinite constants. A necessary condition tor a successful 

renormalization is that the renormalized equations, upon solution in powers 

ot the coupling constant, yield a series of renormalized graphs. 

, .. 

• 
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III. The Renormalization Constants 

The renor.malization procedure to be described below makes no use of 

perturbation theory. That multiplicative renormalization can be carried out 
. . 3 

will be explicitly assumed. Thus, in the notation of Matthews and Salam we 

define the infinite constants zl and z2 by 

llz. 
- 'l._ '\f>, (x) (3.1) 

(3.2) 

where + (x) represents the second:..quantized nucleon operator and the 

subscript "1" will denote the renormalized (finite) quantities. From Eq. (3.1) 

it follows that 

In terms of the renormalized quantities.~~ Eqs. (2.2) to (2.4) take the form 

[ ~ ( p -k) + m J t 2 G I { p l le ) = l q ' ( :nr r 4 r I s 0' G. (pI \c k I) d k. ' 

[1(~-k-k')+m] "t.t61 (p. k ~')= 6 (R)~ (kt ~·) -g,'t, fy G, {p. ~~~ k") d ~' 1 

3. P. To }'latthews and A. Salam, Revs, 1•IodernPhys. 23~ 311 (1951). 

(3 .6) 
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by 

(3.7) 

Eq. (3o4) may be written as 

(3.8) 

Invoking the usual boundary condition on G 
1 

(p), that in the free particle limit 

where m' is the reno~lized massR Eq. (3.8) may- easily b.e recast into the 

form 

where 

't2 = 1- ~~ ~. (?J~j> h G, {p, k )d k\'trn'•o - I - CJ 1 ~ 1 { 1 
and 

. (3o9) 

(3.10) 

(3 .13) 

t) • 

""' •• 

... 
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Although Eq. (3.10) appears to be infinite$ owing to the explicit 

presence of z1» this constant is needed to renormalize the additional overlapping 

vertex infinities arising from the k-integration. This will be discussed below. 

z1 of course renormalizes the vertex operator, as may easily be seen from its 

definition, 

(3 .14) 

To perform the mass and Green 8s function renormalizations in the higher 

equations, we break up G 1 ( ~ , k 1 I I .. , I<. rf'l ) 

6, {p, R, ... kn-~) :~ G
1
r (p 1 k, ... km) 

+ 'Yl. G, (p- kl- "'- Rm-1' ~rn ) G 1 {p, I< 1 '" Rm-1) 

where ~ = 1 for m : odd; 
4 1'[ = 1(2 rr) tor m ;;; even, and define a 

generalized SIt when more than one meson variable is present: 

~'tG,(~,~ .... ·km Jdkrn = J )I G,r (~, k, .... km )dktfl 

The second term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (3.15) is that part of the Green's function 

in which the km meson is emitted last and its vertex is not coupled to alV of 

the, other vertices. Using Eq. (3.16), and the definitions Eqs. (3.11) to (3.13) ~ 
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Eqs. (3.5) and (3o6) take the form 

[ y ( p- ~) + mIl G, (pI k ) :=: L~ I ( :ur r 1 t I .) y G-1 { h k ' R1) d k I 
R 
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[ 'l ( p- k -k 1) + m ') G1 ( p. k k ') ::: IJ l t ) ~ ( ~ + k') - ~, ~ 1 { 't G-, ( p 1 k k' k '') d k '' (3.18) 

We next turn to the rigorous definition of z1 • Comparing the mass operator in 
. 4 . . . 

Eq. (3.10) with the usual expression for that quantity, one sees that 

(3.19) 

An expression for z1 may now be obtained by invoking the boundary conditions on 

r 1 ( P - k ) r ) in the free particle limit J namely5 

() 

where lp
1 

(p) is the renormalized plane wave spinor, a function of m'. 

Comparing with Eq. (3.19), the free particle limit of G,*{p,k): G, (p 1 k)'~-
1 (k) 

4. J. Schwinger, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. u.s. Jl, 452, 455 (1951). 

5. An alternate definition would be to impose Eq. (3.20) in the limit of kl"-+ 0. 
This W<ls adopted by N. Kroll and ·M. Ruderman» Phys. Rev. 9.3, 194 (1954L It -is purely a matter of convention whether one wants to treat the meson field as 
the static electromagnetic field or as the nucleon field. For the purposes of 
this paper, the choice of definition makes no difference. 

~· ( 

• 
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is 

(3.21) 

Introducing the "reaction matrix," 

. 
Eq. (3.17) in the free particle limit becomes, after slight rearrangement, 

where ( ) 0 denotes the free particle limit defined in Eqo (3.20). 

Before we proceed to a more detailed discussion of z1 it might pay to 

reexamine the renormalization of the first approximation, in which z1 = l, since 

J R '¥ R 
1 

( p 
1 

R k 1) d k 1 = 0 there. Using the decomposition of the integral 

on the r.h.s. of Eq. -(3.17), one finds that 

, which when substituted into Eq. (3.10) 

yields the .finite equation 
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in which only renormalized quantities entero6 

6. The correct Eqo (3o25) could of course be obtained in a trivial fashion 

from Ego (2o7) by simply dropping the undesired terms. However, in the 

higher approximations, it is not clear which tenns are to be dropped. 
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IV. Vertex Renormalization 

The rigorous Eqs. ·(3.10, (3.17), (3.18) ••• appear to be asymmetric in 

that the meson line corresponding to the integrated variable on the right-hand 

side always goes to the top of the diagram with a lowest-order vertex connection. 

This asymmetry is only apparent, as the rigorous equations contain all possible 

perturbation graphs. It is in fact possible to derive from. the adjoint equation 

of motion, 

~ [- Y~ + m + ~ Y cp J =- o 

7 
an "adjoint" set of equations, in which the integrated meson line ends at the 

bottom of the diagram, viz.: 

(4.2) 

'Where G + ( P' ~ 1 · .. k ll1) : G, { p, k 1, .. Rrn) ~ 8 
Proceeding as in Section III, 

7. Any "adjoint" quantity will henceforth be denoted by f . This is not to 

be confused with the Hermitian adjoint which does not appear in this paper. 

B. These two sets of equations are precisely related to the two ways of writing 

the mass operator: 
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one may write down rigorous expressions for Z~( = z2) and z1r ( = ~) , in 

terJ<S of integrals over the G1 +, so 
' 

Owing to this equivalence between the adjoint and the "normal'' 

(nonadjoint) quantities» one may generate an infinite variety of'equivalent 

sets of rigorous equations by repl~ci~ any . of the G1 
1 s,

1 
and z1 c s by their 

adjointso However)) once one cuts off the set o.f equations by means of the 

breakup approximationi the apparent differences between the various sets of 

equations become real and each approximate set~ though still having the same 

general physical validity, generates a somewhat different set of graphs. One 

is thus presented with an infinite number of approximation schemes. The 

requirement of renormalizability narrows down the possibilities. The particular 

set chosen here is closely related to the normal set and is defined by replacing 

+ z1 by Z1 in Eqs. (3.10), (3.17), (3.18) ooo in those parts of the right-hand-

side integrals in which the integrated meson line is connected to the nucleon 

line (a similar change being made in the adjoint set). For example, using 

Eq. (3.22), 

l J )" G I ( p; k k') d k I --=! ~I s ~ G-, ( p ) t6 ( k ) s ( k t- k I) d k I 

+ ?.( f Y R, (p, k k')dk.' (4.5) 

This convention has the consequence of symmetriz~g the i'1'ee particle limits of 
1 8 

the two vertex pointe in the mass operator, since now the adjoint quantities 

will generate graphs that a,re the mirror images of the "normal" graphso While 

it appears that the introduction of the adjoint quantities (albeit only in 
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their free=particle limit) into the normal equations couples the two sets, it 

turns out in practice that since the z1+ necessary in the normal set can 

alw~s be obtained directly from z1 via the mirror property mentioned above 

without solving the adjoint set~ the apparent coupling does not eXist. 

We now consider the equations in a given approximation with the z1 ~s 

and their adjoints appropriately inserted. Since z1 is the free-particle part 

of a Gx•een ° s function appearing in the scheme 51 ita presence in an equation 

implies that a rigorous raetorizationp in addition to the decomposition peculiar 

to the approximation$ has already taken pla.ce9 Thus the zl t which appears 

in the right-hand integrals of the rigorous equations acts as a free-particle 

limit of a strong interaction (at that vertex). Since we are restricted, in 

aey approximation~ to a fixed number of strong interaeti.ons 9 we must extract 

the relevant parts of' z1 to fit, in with this limitation. 'l'hus J1 in the last 

equation, in which the largest kernel on the right-hand side is decomposed$ 

the Green 9a function appearing in the factored form already contains the 

largest number of interactions allowed (by definition)s and therefore the 

z1y appearing in this equation must represent a zero interaction vertex» i.e., 

z1 6' rv '( • . When the resultant expression is substituted back into the next 

equation, one obtains an integral equation for the GreenGs function with the 

largest number of interactions allowed. In this case one simply counts the 

number of strong interactions in each term9 and supplies the z1 necessar.y to 

yield the maximum number~ 'fhus in this equation z
1 

Us defined by lower 

approximations (and hence containing fewer interactions) will appear. In 

determining the relevant parts or zl for the earlier equations$ complication 

appears in that fewer than the maximum number of interactions allowed appears 

on the left. Thus a question arises as to how to count the interactions 
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appearing in the right-hand integrals. It tur-ns out that the ~ needed here 

is the one that is obtained by counting one interaction more than the maximum, 

the meson line integration again being taken not to affect the interaction 

weight of a particular Green 9s function. 9' 10 Using these conventions, we will 

show in the succeeding sections that the equations in the second and third 

approximation are renormalized. The extension· to higher approximations seems 

in principle straightforward, but an explicit proof of convergence would involve 

tedious algebraic manipulation. 

9. This convention also holds for terms that are identifiable with the right-

hand--side integrals of "earlier" equations, when these appear in the last 

equation, in which the decomposition is made" 

10. This prescription appears to admit an extra interaction in the renormalization 

constant in the earlier equations. A similar phenomenon of the inclusion of 

a higher approximation structure to renorm.alize one of lower order occurs 

in the conversion of a subtractive renorm.alization into a multiplicative one 

in perturbation theory. Thus for the second-order vertex operator one has 

r = y + e ... r I :::= ¥ +- e ( A + e "2. r c ::: ( I + e '2 A ) ( y + e 1. r c. ) 

where A is the infinite constant. and rc.. the convergent part of r 
I 

,_, 

\ .. 

'-.. 
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V. Renormalization of the Second Approximation 

The equations of the second approximation are obtained by substituting 

the decomposition 

into Eqs. (3.10), (3.17) 1 and (3.18). Following the conventions discussed in 

the previous section, Eq. (3.18) becomes 

where, in obtaining the first term on the right, use was made of equation (3.10). 

Substituting this result into Eq. (3.17), one obtains 

[¥(p-k)+m']G,(p,k)= L.~,(~n)-4 'l/2_)~ tj(~) G,(p) 

- L~~ (2nr4 ( SR ~G.co)(p- k.- k')¥ ~ (k')d k') G, (p~ k) 

- LCJ,'-(2nr~ ~YG/o){~-k-k')Y D(k)G,(p,k')Jk' <
593

) 

The subscript "R" does not appear on the second integral, as this term 

corresponds to the G,r in Eq. (3.16) for this approximation. The first 

integral is just the correctly renormalized mass operator of the first 

approximation. No z1 appears in the integrals, as G1(p, k) and Gl(Pi k 9
) 
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already contain one strong interaction~ The first termj) on the other hand, 

contains the rigorous zl ( :. zl2
) ) of this approximation, defined by 

Eqso (3o23) and (5o2)g 

{again on the right-hand-size z1 of Eq. (3o23) is set equal to unity by our 

convention)o Equation (5o3) may be rewritten in the form 

G, (p,k) == cq~ (2nr 4 G~')(p-k)Yt6(k) 

- t q;-(2rr r• G ;·' (p- k) [ Jt G,'"' ( P- k- k ') Y G, {p. I<' )d~' 

where G ~~) { ~) is the one=nucleon propagator of the first approximation. 

Equation (3ol0) becomes • 

Here the rigorous 7-~~)t appearsj since we wish to include an extra 

interaction as discussed in the previous section. Writing 

\,._) 
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. '7) ( ) 
Eqo (5.5) becomes an integral equation for the vertex operator r,· p,R 0 A 

straightforward perturbation expansion shows that Eq. (5.5) 7ields the graphs of 
ll 

Fig. 1 correctlY renormalized. The proof of the finiteness of Eq. (5.6) 

involves showing that the mass operator ca I s R e~?)t ~ G I ( ~) k) d k. is 

finite. This can be done directly by examining the perturbation solution of 

the equations, and indeed it is found that Eq. (5.6) is divergence free. 

12 However a simpler proof, depending only on the symmetr,y of the mass operator, 

is available, and it has the advantage of greatly simplifying the proof in 

higher approximations. 

Consider the rigorous mass operator ~'!.. ~'¥ G rL. = 'j ~ ~~1. JR ¥ G, f"\ z;'6 
As is well known» the 

-, .,z 
in the above expressions rv ra @ since the 

above expression is finite. One of the Z~l comes .from r 11 the other one 

results from the overlapping divergences caused by the integration.13 This 

can be seen more explicitly by considering the alternate form for the mass 

operator, ~; 't.l'!.. jR r, 'l,-1 G, 't LJ ll which shows that in the rigorous case 

the upper 'interaction point has all the structure of the complete vertex 

operator. In any approximation scheme, the mass operator will still be of the 

form SR '{ Ga. r De 6 ~ which v1ill explicitly go as ( 2 
1
"')-

1 

Gl
(l) 11. Aside from the presence of » Eqo (5o5) is identical with that 

obtained by B. P. Nigam. (Proceedings of the Rochester Conference on 

High Energy Physics~ 1954). 

12. B,y symmetry we mean that the same diagrams are present when all the graphs 

are turned upside down. 

13. A. Salam, Phys. Rev.~~ 217 {1951). 
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r ct ) (this factor coming from • Furthermore, one can always :find 

r o..'J Ga.' r '\' t quantities such that .>R. r G a ~ 6 . generates , 

the same set of diagrams, so that the approximate s-R also goes as 

( 2
1
0.

1 
)-

1 Consequently SR. must be proportional to ( 't 1'1 ~ 
1
q ')-

1
• 

12 
If the mass operator is symmetric, it is clear that Go.' -. G c::t and 

, and therefore the dependence of r~' = r a + 
(?; ,c.. ?:. ,a + ) - I Hence in this case the overlapping dive~gences 

produced by the integration in yields a proportionality 

.factor Thus is finite. As can 

be seen from Figo 1, the mass operator (obtained by joining the external meson 

line to the top of the diagram) is indeed symmetric,
14 

and hence the factor 

renormalizes Eqo (5o6)o 
15 

14o The symmetr,r of the mass operator seems to be a general feature of the 

approximation schemeo 

15. The mass operator in Eqo (5o6) 9 though convergent 9 appears as the product 

.; 

of two infinite quantities" Presumably 9 howeveri a treatment via the 

Feynman cutoff method would yield a unique finite limit as the cutoff 

approached infinityo 

~) 
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!.I. Renormaliza.tion of the Third Ap~~ 

In this approximation.!) the highest Green 9 s function appearing on the 

right-hand side of 

[¥(p-k-k'- k")-1- m'] Gl {p, k k't'1) = t~~ (;nrf4 J¥ G, (~, k k' k;, k 11') elk~" 
(6.1) 

is decomposed in accordance with our general scheme (cfo IE Eq. (2o20) 9 to 

yield 

G,(p, kk'k'')~ cq,(?-nf4 G~o>(p-k-k'-~")¥ [R 1 (p, k k') ~ {1<_ 11 ) 

+- I< I ( p I k I R 11 
) ~ ( k ) + R I ( p I k II k ) 6 ( k I ) J 

Use was made of Eq. (3al7) to reduce some of the structures to yield the 

G(p, k) terms. Substituting this into Eq. (3ol8) we obtain the integral 

equation for the unknown quantity ~(p k kij): 

R ~ ( ~, k k ') = - ~, G,co) ( ~- k -·k')e~;")YG, (p, k)LJ(k') +- ~~L) ~ G, (r,k' )b (kU 

- LCj~(~Tif4 Gfo)(p-k- ~~)J¥ G,(o\(p- k- k'- k") ~ 

x t R 1 ( ~ 1 R k 1 
) 6 { R 11 

) t R 1 ( P 1 k 1 k 11 
) 6 ( k ) + R, ( p, k 11 k ) 6 ( k 1)} cl R60 

( 6 o 3) 
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the z1 
1 s being chosen in accordance with our convention of Section IV o The 

i 
reaction matrix$ R1 (p k k ) 11 represents a two=meson emission process, and may ,__, 

be divided into four disjoint parts: 

The first two terms correspond to the emission of k~ followed by the emission 

of k from two uncoupled vertices and from a compound vertex respectively. 

The second two terms interchange k ~nd k
9 o Substituting this into Eqo (6o3) 

and separating the four disjoint processes 9 one obtains the following integral 

equations for Ql and sl 8 

Q I ( r = k ', k ) = L ~ I G ;~ ) ( p - k - k I ) 't .c~) ¥ 6 ( k ) 

~ i.q ~ ( ~11 r ~ G· ;·) ( r- k -k I) S ¥ G ,(o) ( ~ - k- ~'- k" ) 5' o I ( r- k 1, ~ '') f6 
0

(;>) 

s I ( p I R k,) = - l CJ ~ { nr) -Lj G I( I) ( p- k - k I) s ~ G ,ro) ( p- k - ~I- k II) '( ~ ( R I ) 

x f(~n/• L Q, ( r- k", k )G, {p~ k") -t- 'r, ( p,lc ~") 

+ s I ( pI R R II) 1 d k II (6o6) 

and a similar equation for T1o Comparing Eqo (6o5) with Eqo (5o3), we see 

that 

l 

(~J 



"·/ 
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(6o7) 

(2) . 
and hence z1 in Eq 9 (6.5) correctly renormalizes that equation. In 

Eq. (6.6) it is clear that since s1 (and T1) contain only coupled vertices, 
v 0 . 

the integrated meson line k goes past at least two vertex points, and 

thus all graphs generated are of the "finite self-energy" type. Thus Eq. (6.6) 

is also finite. 

In terms of the quantities appearing in Eq.·{6.4), Eq. (3ol7) has the 

form 

[ ¥ ( p- t<) + m 1 J G 1;t ( ~. k ) =- c.~ , ( ~ n) - 4 ~, t~) ~ 

+ cq; (2.nr 4 
[ (:>.n l4 l S 'l,1'l+ ¥ G/' 1 ( p- k', k ) G/' (p, k1 )d k' 

+ s I! ~M y 'T' ... ( p' kl< I ) d k I + h ~·It- y s I 't ( p ' R "-' )d k' 

+ (:m)~ l (h~1 +.¥ G/'1 (p-k, k')cl k')G," (f, k) 

(3) 
where z1 is the rigorous vertex renormalization constant of this 

approximation: 

't I l:!.) ~ .:: '( - ( J 'tfz>+ y [ l- (:ln) 4 G,<z)(~- k', k) G,* (p~ k') 
R 

+ 1'~ (p, id') + S" (p, R k')] d k I )o (6.9) 
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(2)+ 
Again the z1 appears on the right-hand side of Eqt 6.,8) .and (6.9) in 

accordance with the rule allol-.'ing one extra.strong interaction in earlier 

equations.
16 

We first note that the last term on the right can be identified 

with the mass operator of the second approximation (cr., Eq. 5.6) multiplied 

by ~ *" ( p' k) ., This was shown in Section V to be finite. We next show that 

the zi2)t in the remaining right-hand-side structures correctly renormalize 

the overlapping divergences produced by the k' integration. In Eq. (6.,6), 

a series of generalized graphs for s1(p k k 1
) m~ be generated by using 

the term proportional to a1 (p k") as an inhomogeneous term and iterating 
. " 

(ignoring the presence of the Tl(P k k ) term). These graphs (Fig. 2a,b), 

when substituted into the. Sl(P k k') term in Eq. (6.8), combine with the first 

integral to yield the unrenormalized vertex structure r (1.) t at the top 

(Fig. 2e). Thus to renormalize the overlaps of this combinationi it is clear 

·that a zl2) t is required at the top of the diagram. Similarly the remaining 

diagrams of s1 can be obtained by using the T1 structure in Eq. (6.6) as 

an inhomogeneous termo When the kv integration in Eq. (6.8) is carried out 

for these graphs, and they are combined with the second term on the right-hand 

side of that equation, the vertex rn)t is again obtained at the top 
(2) . ~) 

(Fig. 2d), and the z1 therefore renormalizes this structure. When '2- 1 "' 

is replaced by its definition Eq. (6.9), Eq. (6oS) reduces to the term 

together with the terms represe~ting Figs. (2c and 2d), with 

their free-particle limits subtracted off. Since all vertices had previously 

16. Note that in this approximation, the equation defining zi3) is the free
particle limit of an "earlier" equation1 which requires the use of an extra 
interaction on the right. The second approximation was anomalous in that 

(2} 
the z1 equation was the free-particle limit of the integral equation 
of that approximation, and therefore this convention did not apply there. 
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been renormalized, this final subtraction renders the graphs of Figs. (2c) and 

(2d) finite. 

Finally, to show that the mass operator is symmetric, and therefore 

that Eq. (3.10) is finite (Sec. V)J we note that all terms on the right of 

Eqo (6a8) have a G1(p k) structure at the bottom of the grapb,17 and thus a 

straightforward iteration of the type leading to Figo 2 shows that 

. (3Hf - ( )d L is symmetric, and hence that "l 1 Y G, p' k " is 

finite. 

17o That s1 and T1 have this property is evident from iterating Eq. (6.6) 

and the corresponding equation,for T1 ~hich we have not written down). 
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VII. Conclusion 

In the preceding sections a method has been given for the 

renormalization of an approximation scheme for the meson-nucleon interaction 
. J ~ 

problem. Starting with the assumption that the renormalizati.on is multiplicative, 

we carry out the mass and amplitude renormalizations (Z
2

} independently of 

the approximation. 'l'he vertex renormaliza.tion presented a more complicated 

problem, owing to the existence of overlapping divergenceso The definition 

of the renormalization constant in terms of integrals over Green°s fUnctions 

was derived by imposing, upon the vertex, a boundary condition analogous to 

the one usually applied in quantum electrodynamics, rather than that of Deser, 
18 Goldberger, and Thirring. In order to carry out the vertex renormalization 

it was necessary to consider the equations order by order. ~ redefining the 

approximation scheme to include the necessary diagrams forming 

z
1 

an unambiguous prescription for carrying out the renormalization.was foundo 

Actually this seems to confirm the fact that any covariant approximation 
9 

scheme, which (order by order) approaches the rigorous solution, (i.e. 9 

eventually includes all Feynman graphs), can, b.y a suitable adjunction to 

what is included in an approximation, be renormalized in a consistent fashion, 

provided that the renormalized perturbation series can be rearranged and 

summed in any sequence. In this paper a redefinition of the approximation 

was made without significantly changing the physical content of each 

approximation. Such an approach would appear to be applicable to the renor-

malization of the Tamm-Dancoff method. 

This work was performed under the auspices of the Atomic Energy 

Commission. 

18. s. Oeser, M. Goldberger, and W. Thirring, Phys. Rev. ~9 711 (1954). 

\.') 
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Figure lg 

Figure 2a , b g 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

(2) 
Graphs generated by G1 (pi k)o 

A graphical representation of the first three integrals on the 

right-hand side of Eqo (6o8)o 
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